7/09/2020 ISIE LCSA Section Board Meeting
In Attendance:
•
•
•
•
•

Cassandra Thiel
Haibo Feng
Yuan Yao
Wenjie Yao
David Font

Action items:
Cassie: re-email people about special issue; keep it simple
All: write down list of potential authors of papers in these different SDG areas for the special issue
Haibo: start a draft of the special issue proposal
Cassie: draft the quarterly
All: send 2 JIE paper recommendations to Cassie before the next meeting
David: send info on the launch of the GLAD database. Global LCA database.

Agenda:
•

•
•

File sharing
o For team
o Education Resources
Special Issue
Quarterly

Notes:
Haibo has shared a OneDrive folder with the group. Check to see if you can log in.
We have shared webinar announcements with our members on the recent special issue involving LCA.
Special Issue feedback:
•

•

Have heard back from Stefano Cucurachi: “I think the idea is worthwhile pursuing and I’m sure
there will be interest from the LCSA community also in relationship to ongoing discussions on
scaling/normalizing LCA results to SDGs or planetary boundaries. Also, recently the European
Commission has awarded a sizable collaborative project on LCSA, with an emphasis on social
LCA, which proves that the community is active.”
Feedback from Thomas Schaubroeck: “I am willing to, for now, give my support and
potential interest to serve as a guest editor. Are any of the editors of the previous
special issue on board? A first main reflection: I would not limit LCSA-indicators to
SDGs-indicators or its scope; maybe you can put the focus on it but don't limit it to

that. The SDG framework also has its drawbacks as discussed in my work in JIE
(Schaubroeck and Rugani, 2017).”

Who can we invite?
We would need about 30 submissions, or ~4 submissions per board member.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GOAL 1: No Poverty
GOAL 2: Zero Hunger
GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being
GOAL 4: Quality Education
GOAL 5: Gender Equality
GOAL 6: Clean Water and Sanitation
GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy*
GOAL 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth
GOAL 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure*
GOAL 10: Reduced Inequality
GOAL 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities*
GOAL 12: Responsible Consumption and Production*
GOAL 13: Climate Action*
GOAL 14: Life Below Water
GOAL 15: Life on Land
GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions
GOAL 17: Partnerships to achieve the Goal

*easier topics for the ISIE LCSA community?
Strongly encourage researchers who incorporate social aspects like: no poverty, zero hunger, good
health, quality education, gender equality, and reduced inequality.
Staying away from common topics like food-energy-water nexus. Health, poverty, education, and
equality are all good topics to encourage.
We will need editors, and brainstorm with them.
We will start drafting the proposal and list out potential authors.
Quarterly: what topics might we want to include?
•

The GLAD database launch.

